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Vehicles
autonomous

weakly controllable
heterogeneous

Traffic norms for vehicles’ behavior

Sensors
speed

CO2
weather

Smart traffic system’s objectives
smooth traffic flow
low CO2 emissions

safety

Operating 
environment

dynamic
evolving



When the system’s 
objectives change,

the norms
need to change too



How to automatically revise norms
to align them with the new system’s 

objectives? 



Conditional norms with deadlines

“Each vehicle entering the 2nd km of the highway is prohibited 
from driving faster than 120 km/h until it reaches the 7th km”

(km2; P(sp120); km7)



Vehicles’ behaviors are execution traces



Norms and system’s objectives classify execution traces

(km2; P(sp120); km7)

compliant with
the norm

violating
the norm

sp130

Max CO2 emitted < 100 g/s & Travel Time < 450s

does not satistfy
system’s objectives

satisfies system’s
objectives



Norms and system’s objectives classify execution traces

Our current 
classification
of behaviors 

The correct/desired 
classification
of behaviors

...

We do not 
want these

DATASET Γ

compliant
compliant
violating
violating



Given a dataset Γ and a norm n = (φC; P(φP); φD)
Question: 
is there n’= (φC’; P(φP’); φD’) s.t.
- all False Negatives are no longer prohibited
- all False Positives are no longer allowed ?

NP-complete problem

In Proceedings of the 15th International Workshop on Coordination, 
Organizations, Institutions, Norms, and Ethics for Governance of Multi-Agent 

Systems, COINE@AAMAS 2022, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-20845-4_3

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-20845-4_3


A 2-steps Heuristic Approach for Approximate Revision

n’ ∈ R(n)

R(n) = {n’1, ..., n’m}

• dataset Γ

• n = (φC; P(φP); φD)

...

Synthesis step
determines a set of possible revisions

Selection step
chooses the final revised norm

compliant
compliant
violating
violating



Synthesis step
The set of new norms R(n)

New conditions New prohibited states New deadlines

More specific MSC
n’ detaches in less states

MSP
n’ prohibits less states

MSD
n’ expires in less states

Less specific LSC
n’ detaches in more states

LSP
n’ prohibits more states

LSD
n’ expires in more states

{n’= (φC’; P(φP’); φD’)
s.t.

φC’ ∈ MSC U LSC,
φP’ ∈ MSP U LSP,
φD’ ∈ MSD U LSD}

We can characterize different types of revisions

{n’= (φC’; P(φP’); φD’)
s.t.

φC’ ∈ MSC,
φP’ ∈ MSP,
φD’ ∈ LSD}

{n’= (φC’; P(φP’); φD’)
s.t.

φC’ ∈ LSC,
φP’ ∈ LSP,
φD’ ∈ MSD}

Alterations of n Weaker than n More strict than n

How to 
determine 
these?



A 2-steps Heuristic Approach for Approximate Revision

n’ ∈ R(n)

R(n) = {n’1, ..., n’m}

• dataset Γ

• n = (φC; P(φP); φD)

...

Synthesis step
determines a set of possible revisions

Selection step
chooses the final revised norm

compliant
compliant
violating
violating



Selection step
How to compare different norms?

We want a norm that is aligned with the objectives
i.e., an accurate norm.

IDEAL CASE:

Number of 
False Negatives

in Γ

...

Dataset Γ

Accuracy = 
TP+TN / |Γ|

compliant
compliant
violating
violating



A 2-steps Heuristic Approach for Approximate Revision

n’ ∈ R(n)

R(n) = {n’1, ..., n’m}

• dataset Γ

• n = (φC; P(φP); φD)

...

Synthesis step
determines a set of possible revisions

Selection step
chooses the final revised norm

compliant
compliant
violating
violating



Experiments
Are the revised norms better 
aligned with the objectives?

Norms: 
100 different initial speed limit norms

SUMO traffic simulation

Objectives:
CO2 and travel time

Traces: 
100 datasets (1 per norm) 
each with 1500 traces (1 per vehicle)
labeled w.r.t to norms and objectives






The revised norms are significantly better aligned with the objectives

In the figure:
- accuracy of the initial 100 norms
- accuracy of the 100 revised norms
- accuracy change 

Significantly higher accuracy
t(198)=-7.526, p=0.000)

Large effect size
Cohen’s delta = 1.59
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